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What will you do, God, when I die?
When I, your pitcher, broken, lie?
When I, your drink, go stale or dry?
I am your garb, the trade you ply,
You lose your meaning, losing me.

– R. M. Rilke, from The Book of Hours

Would you come if someone called you
by the wrong name?
I wept, because for years
He did not enter my arms;
then one night I was told a secret;
perhaps the name you call God
is not really His,
maybe it is just an alias.

– Rabia, the first woman Sufi saint, eighth century, Iraq





Part One



The Handbag

Istanbul, 2016

It was an ordinary spring day in Istanbul, a long and leaden afternoon like
so many others, when she discovered, with a hollowness in her stomach,
that she was capable of killing someone. She had always suspected that
even the calmest and sweetest women under stress were prone to outbursts
of violence. Since she thought of herself as neither calm nor sweet, she had
reckoned that her potential to lose control was considerably greater than
theirs. But ‘potential’ was a tricky word. Everyone once said that Turkey
had great potential – and look how that had turned out. So she had
comforted herself that her potential for darkness, too, would amount to
nothing in the end.

And thankfully Fate – that well-preserved tablet upon which was
engraved everything that happened, and was going to happen – had, for the
most part, spared her from wrongdoing. All these years she had led a decent
life. She had not inflicted harm on a fellow human being, at least not
deliberately, at least not lately, except for engaging in an occasional bit of
gossip or bad-mouthing, which shouldn’t count. After all, everyone did it –
and if it was such a monumental sin, the pits of hell would be full to the
brim. If she had caused anguish to anyone at all, it was God, and God,
though easily displeased and famously capricious, was never hurt. To hurt
and to be hurt – that was a human trait.

In the eyes of family and friends, Nazperi Nalbantoğlu – Peri as she was
known to all – was a good person. She supported charities, raised awareness
about Alzheimer’s and money for families in need; volunteered at
retirement homes where she competed in backgammon tournaments, losing
intentionally; carried treats in her handbag for Istanbul’s copious stray cats
and, every so often, had them neutered at her own expense; kept a close eye
on her children’s performance in school; hosted elegant dinners for her



husband’s boss and co-workers; fasted on the first and last days of
Ramadan, but tended to skip the ones in between; sacrificed a hennaed
sheep every Eid. She never littered the streets, never jumped the queue at
the supermarket, never raised her voice – even when she had been treated
rudely. A fine wife, a fine mother, a fine housewife, a fine citizen, a fine
modern Muslim she was.

Time, like a skilful tailor, had seamlessly stitched together the two fabrics
that sheathed Peri’s life: what people thought of her and what she thought of
herself. The impression she left on others and her self-perception had been
sewn into a whole so consummate that she could no longer tell how much
of each day was defined by what was wished upon her and how much of it
was what she really wanted. She often felt the urge to grab a bucketful of
soapy water and scrub the streets, the public squares, the government, the
parliament, the bureaucracy, and, while she was at it, wash out a few
mouths too. There was so much filth to clean up; so many broken pieces to
fix; so many errors to correct. Every morning when she left her house she
let out a quiet sigh, as if in one breath she could will away the detritus of
the previous day. While Peri questioned the world without fail, and was not
one to keep silent in the face of injustice, she had resolved some years ago
to be content with what she had. It would therefore come as a surprise
when, on a middling kind of day, at the age of thirty-five, established and
respected, she found herself staring at the void in her soul.

It was all because of the traffic, she would later reassure herself.
Rumbling, roaring, metal clanking against metal like the cries of a thousand
warriors. The entire city was one giant construction site. Istanbul had grown
uncontrollably and kept on expanding – a bloated goldfish, unaware of
having gobbled more than it could digest, still searching around for more to
eat. Looking back on that fateful afternoon, Peri would conclude that had it
not been for the hopeless gridlock, the chain of events that awakened a
long-dormant part of her memory would never have been set in motion.

There they were, inching along a two-lane road half blocked by an
overturned lorry, trapped among vehicles of all sizes. Peri’s fingers tapped
on the steering wheel, switching radio channels every few minutes, while
her daughter, earphones in, sat with a bored expression in the passenger
seat. Like a magic wand in the wrong hands, the traffic turned minutes into
hours, humans into brutes and any trace of sanity into sheer lunacy. Istanbul
didn’t seem to mind. Time, brutes and lunacy it had aplenty. One hour



more, one hour less; one brute more, one lunatic less – past a certain point,
it made no difference.

Madness coursed through this city’s streets, like an intoxicating drug in
the bloodstream. Every day millions of Istanbulites downed another dose,
not realizing that they were becoming more and more unbalanced. People
who would refuse to share their bread shared their insanity instead. There
was something inscrutable about the collective loss of reason: if enough
eyes experienced the same hallucination, it turned into a truth; if enough
people laughed at the same misery, it became a funny little joke.

‘Oh, stop picking at your nails!’ Peri said all of a sudden. ‘How many
times do I have to tell you?’

Slowly, very slowly, Deniz pulled her earphones down around her neck.
‘They are my nails,’ she said, and took a sip from the paper cup placed
between them.

Before setting out on the road they had stopped at a Star Börek – a
Turkish coffee chain that had been repeatedly sued by Starbucks for using
their logo, their menu and a distorted version of their name but was still,
because of legal loopholes, in business – and bought two drinks: a skinny
latte for Peri, a double chocolaty chip crème frappuccino for her daughter.
Peri had finished hers, but Deniz was taking forever, sipping gingerly like
an injured bird. Outside the sun was melting into the horizon, the last rays
painting the roofs of shanty homes, the domes of the mosques and the
windows of skyscrapers in the same dull shade of rust.

‘And this is my car,’ Peri said under her breath. ‘You are dropping skin
flakes on the floor.’

As soon as the words escaped her mouth she regretted them. My car!
What a terrible thing to say to one’s child – or to anyone, for that matter.
Had she become one of those materialistic fools whose entire sense of self
and place lay in the possessions she owned? She hoped not.

Her daughter did not seem taken aback. Instead Deniz shrugged her bony
shoulders, glanced outside and furiously moved on to the next fingernail.

The car lurched forward, only to stop again with its tyres screeching. It
was a Range Rover in a shade named Monte Carlo Blue, according to the
dealer’s catalogue. There were other colour options in the brochure: Davos
White, Oriental Dragon Red, Saudi Desert Pink, Ghana Police Gloss Blue
or Indonesian Army Matt Green. Peri imagined, with pursed lips and a
shake of the head, the frivolous marketing types who invented these names,



and wondered whether drivers were aware that the sleek and swanky cars in
which they flaunted themselves were associated with the police, or the
military, or sandstorms in the Arabian peninsula.

Whatever their colour, Istanbul teemed with deluxe vehicles, many of
which looked out of place, like high-born, pedigree dogs that, though
destined for lives of comfort and ease, had somehow lost their way and
wandered into the wilderness. There were racing convertibles that roared
with the frustration of having nowhere to gather speed, off-roaders that,
even with the deftest of manoeuvres, could not be wedged into diminutive
parking spaces – if, by chance, any were available – and pricey sedans
designed for wide-open roads that existed only in faraway lands and TV
commercials.

‘I read it’s been ranked the worst in the world,’ Peri said.
‘What?’
‘The traffic. We are number one. Worse than Cairo, imagine. Even worse

than Delhi!’
Not that she had ever been to Cairo or Delhi. But, like many Istanbulites,

Peri held a firm belief that her city was more civilized than those remote,
rough, congested places – even though, ‘remote’ was a relative concept and
both ‘rough’ and ‘congested’ were adjectives often applied to Istanbul. All
the same, this city bordered on Europe. Such closeness had to amount to
something. It was so breathtakingly close that Turkey had put one foot
through Europe’s doorway and tried to venture forth with all its might –
only to find the opening was so narrow that, no matter how much the rest of
its body wriggled and squirmed, it could not squeeze itself in. Nor did it
help that Europe, in the meantime, was pushing the door shut.

‘Cool!’ Deniz said.
‘Cool?’ Peri echoed incredulously.
‘Yeah. At least we are number one in something.’
That was the thing about her daughter: lately, whatever opinion Peri

expressed on any subject, Deniz took the opposite position. Every remark
Peri made, no matter how apt or logical, her daughter received it with a
hostility that verged on hatred. Peri was aware that Deniz, having reached
the delicate age of twelve and a half, had to break free of her parents’ –
especially the materfamilias’s – influence. She understood that. What she
couldn’t get her head around was the amount of fury involved in the
process. Her daughter seethed with a boiling rage that Peri had never



experienced at any stage in her life, not even in adolescence. She herself
had sailed through puberty with an innocent confusion, almost naivety.
How different a teenager she had been compared with her daughter, even
though her mother had not been half as thoughtful and understanding as she
was. In some circuitous way, the more Peri suffered from her daughter’s
random outbursts, the more maddened she was with herself for not having
been angry enough in the past with her own mother.

‘When you are my age you won’t have the patience left for this city,’ Peri
murmured.

‘When you are my age …’ Deniz mimicked bitterly. ‘You never used to
talk like that.’

‘That’s because things are getting worse!’
‘No, Mum, it’s because you’re making yourself old,’ Deniz said. ‘It’s the

way you talk. And look at what you are wearing!’
‘What’s wrong with my dress?’
Silence.
Peri glanced down at her purple silk dress and beaded, embroidered

chiffon jacket. She had bought the ensemble from a boutique in a shining
new shopping centre nestled within a larger shopping centre – as if the one
had just given birth to the other. It was too expensive. When she objected to
the price, the clerk had said nothing, a tiny smile forming in the corner of
his mouth. If you can’t afford it, lady, what are you doing here? the smile
said. It had vexed Peri, the condescension. ‘I’ll take it,’ she had heard
herself say. Now she felt the tightness of the fabric against her skin, saw the
wrongness of the colour. The purple that had appeared to be bold and
confident under the shop’s fluorescent tubes looked garish and pretentious
in daylight.

Useless thoughts these were, since she had no time to go home and
change. They were already running late for a dinner at the seaside mansion
of a businessman who had made a colossal fortune in the last few years –
not that there was anything unusual about that. Istanbul abounded with the
old poor and the nouveau riche and with those who yearned to pole-vault
from the former to the latter category in one quick leap.

Peri disliked these dinner parties, which went on late into the night and
often left her with a migraine the next day. She would rather stay home and,
in the witching hours, be immersed in a novel – reading being her way to
connect with the universe. But solitude was a rare privilege in Istanbul.



There was always some important event to attend or an urgent social
responsibility to fulfil as if the culture, like a child scared of loneliness,
made sure everyone was at all times in the company of others. So much
laughter and food. Politics and cigars. Shoes and dresses, but above all,
designer handbags. Women paraded their handbags like trophies won in
faraway battles. Who knew which ones were original, which ones fake.
Istanbul’s middle-to-upper-class ladies, not wanting to be seen purchasing
counterfeit goods, instead of visiting dubious stores in and around the
Grand Bazaar, invited shopowners to their houses. Vans full of Chanel,
Louis Vuitton and Bottega Veneta, their windows blackened, their number
plates obscured by mud (though the rest of the vehicles were utterly
spotless), zipped back and forth between the affluent quarters, and were
admitted into the private garages of villas through back gates, as in a film
noir or spy movie. Payments were made in cash, no receipts issued, no
further questions asked. At the next social gathering, the same ladies would
furtively inspect one another’s handbags not only to identify the luxury
brand, but also to judge the authenticity – or the quality of the knockoff. It
was a lot of effort. Optical effort.

Women stared. They scanned, scrutinized and searched, hunting for the
flaws in the other women, both manifest and camouflaged. Overdue
manicures, newly gained pounds, sagging bellies, Botoxed lips, varicose
veins, cellulite still visible after liposuction, hair roots in need of dyeing, a
pimple or a wrinkle hidden under layers of powder … There was nothing
that their penetrating gazes could not detect and decipher. However carefree
they may have been before they arrived at the party, too many female guests
became, by and by, both victim and perpetrator. The more Peri thought
about the evening ahead, the more she dreaded it.

‘Need to stretch my legs,’ said Deniz as she popped out of the car.
Immediately, Peri lit a cigarette. She had quit smoking more than a

decade before. But lately she had given in to carrying a packet of cigarettes
around and lighting up every now and then; though satisfied after a few
puffs, she never finished any of them. Each time she threw away what was
left with guilt and something akin to disgust. She chewed mint gum
afterwards to mask the odour, though she disliked the taste. She had always
suspected that if chewing-gum flavours were political regimes, peppermint
would be Fascism – totalitarian, sterile, stern.



‘Mum, I can’t breathe,’ said Deniz, now back in. ‘Don’t you know it’ll
kill you?’

Deniz was at that age when children treat smokers like vampires on the
loose. At school she had given a presentation on the harmful effects of
smoking, featuring a poster showing Day-Glo arrows pointing from a newly
opened cigarette packet to a freshly dug grave.

‘Okay, okay,’ said Peri, as she waved a hand in dismissal.
‘If I were the President, I’d lock up parents who smoke next to their kids.

Seriously!’
‘Well, I’m glad you’re not running for office,’ Peri said, before pressing

the button to lower her window.
The smoke she exhaled outside swirled in the air and then slowly,

unexpectedly, entered the open window of the car next to them. That was
the one thing one could never get rid of in this city: proximity. Everything
was adjacent to something else. Pedestrians wound their way through the
streets as a single organism; travellers sat squashed on ferries or stood
shoulder to shoulder on buses and subways; bodies sometimes collided and
clashed, and sometimes coexisted weightlessly, brushing gently against
each other like dandelion spores in the breeze.

There were two men in the car beside them. Both grinned at her.
Remembering that the Advanced Learner’s Guide to Patriarchy defined the
act of a woman blowing smoke into the face of an unfamiliar male as an
open sexual invitation, Peri paled. Though easy to forget at times, the city
was a stormy sea swollen with drifting icebergs of masculinity, and it was
better to manoeuvre away from them, gingerly and smartly, for one never
knew how much danger lay beneath the surface.

Whether driving or walking, a woman did best to keep her gaze
unfocused and turned inward, as if peering into distant memories. When
and wherever possible, she should lower her head to convey an
unambiguous message of modesty, which was not easy, since the perils of
urban life, not to mention unsolicited male attention and sexual harassment,
required one to be vigilant at all times. How women could be expected to
keep their heads down and simultaneously have their eyes open in all
directions was beyond Peri. She threw away the cigarette and closed the
window, hoping the two strangers would soon lose interest in her. The
traffic light changed from red to green, but it didn’t matter. Nothing was
moving.



That was when she noticed a tramp walking down the middle of the road.
Tall and gangly with an angular face, he was thin as a whisper, his forehead
creased beyond his years, his chin covered in a rash and his hands in
weeping patches of eczema. One of the millions of Syrian refugees who had
fled the only life they knew, she first thought – though there was an equal
chance that he was a local Turk or a Kurd or a Gypsy or a bit of everything.
How many people in this land of endless migrations and transformations
could say with certitude that they were of one pure ethnicity, unless they
were lying to themselves – and to their children? But, then again, Istanbul
amassed deceptions galore.

The man’s feet were caked with dried mud, and he wore a ragged coat
with the collar turned up, so dirty that it was almost black. Having found
her lipstick-smudged cigarette, he was smoking it nonchalantly. Peri’s gaze
travelled from his mouth to his eyes, surprised to see that he had been
watching her with an amused expression. There was a swagger in his
manner, a challenge almost; he seemed not so much a tramp as an actor
playing the part of a tramp and, confident of his performance, he was
waiting for applause.

Having now three men to avoid, the two in the car plus the tramp, Peri
turned aside brusquely, forgetting that there was a coffee cup there. The
frappuccino tipped over, sending its frothy contents into her lap.

‘Argh, no!’ Peri shrieked as she gaped in horror at the dark stain
spreading on her expensive dress.

Her daughter whistled, clearly enjoying the disaster. ‘You can say it’s a
piece by a new crazy designer.’

Ignoring the remark and cursing herself, Peri blindly grabbed her
handbag – a lavender ostrich Birkin, perfect in every detail other than the
misplaced accent on the word ‘Hermès’, for there was nothing the city’s
bootleggers couldn’t counterfeit except proper spelling – which she had
tucked between her legs. She took out a packet of tissues, even though she
knew, or a part of her knew, that wiping would only worsen the stain. In her
distraction, she made a mistake no veteran driver in Istanbul ever would:
she tossed her handbag into the back seat – and the doors unlocked.

She could see something fluttering out of the corner of her eye. A beggar
girl, no older than twelve, was coming towards them, pleading for coins.
Her clothes flapping about her skinny frame, her palm extended forward,
she walked without moving her body from the waist up, as if through water.



She stayed in front of each car for about ten seconds before proceeding to
the next. Perhaps, Peri thought, she had figured out that if one could not
inspire mercy in that brief amount of time, one would never do so.
Compassion never came as an afterthought: it was either spontaneous or
absent entirely.

When the girl reached the Range Rover, both Peri and Deniz
automatically glanced in the opposite direction, pretending not to have seen
her. But the beggars of Istanbul were used to being invisible to others and
came well prepared. Exactly in the spot where mother and daughter had
turned their heads stood another child of around the same age, waiting with
an open palm.

To Peri’s immense relief the light turned green and the traffic shot
forward like water out of a garden hose. She was about to put her foot on
the accelerator when she heard the back door open and close, as fast as a
switchblade. In the mirror she saw her handbag being scooped out of the
car.

‘Thieves!’ Her voice hoarse from the effort, Peri screamed. ‘Help, they
stole my bag. Thieves!’

The cars behind her honked frantically, oblivious to what had happened,
eager to go. It was obvious nobody was going to help. Peri hesitated, but
only for a moment. With a dexterous spin of the steering wheel, she
swerved the car to the kerb and left her emergency lights flashing.

‘Mum, what are you doing?’
Peri didn’t respond. There was no time. She had seen the direction in

which the children had scampered off, and she needed to follow them at
once; something inside, an animal instinct for all she knew, assured her that
if she could find them she would get back what rightly belonged to her.

‘Mum, let it go. It’s just a bag – and fake!’
‘I’ve got money and credit cards in there. And my phone!’
But her daughter was worried, embarrassed even. Deniz did not like to

attract attention, only wanted to blend in, a drop of grey in a sea of grey. All
her rebelliousness seemed to be saved for her mother.

‘Stay here, lock the doors, wait for me,’ Peri said. ‘For once, do as I say.
Please!’

‘But, Mum …’
Without thinking, not thinking at all, Peri dashed out of the car, forgetting

for an instant that she was wearing high heels. She took off her shoes, her



bare feet hitting the asphalt heavily. From inside the car, her daughter gaped
at her, eyes wide with astonishment and mortification.

Peri ran. In her purple dress, carrying the weight of her years, her cheeks
aflame, the wife-housewife-mother-of-three, in front of dozens of eyes, was
painfully aware that her breasts were hopping frantically and she was
unable to do anything about it. Even so, tasting a strange sense of freedom,
trespassing in a forbidden zone she could not name, she sprinted across the
road towards the inner streets, while drivers laughed and seagulls swirled
above her head. If she hesitated, if she so much as slowed for a second, she
would have been horrified at what she was doing. The possibility of
stepping on rusty nails, broken beer bottles or rat urine would have terrified
her. Instead she charged ahead. Her legs, almost independently, as if with a
memory of their own, kept going faster and faster, remembering the time
long ago at Oxford when she would jog three to four miles every day, rain
or shine.

Peri used to love running. Like other joys in her life, that, too, was no
more.
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